Analyzing the effect of the incidence angle on chlorophyll fluorescence intensity based on laser-induced fluorescence lidar.
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technology has been widely applied to monitor vegetation growth status and biochemical concentrations. Thus, it is important to accurately acquire the fluorescence information for the quantitative monitoring of vegetation growth status. In this study, firstly, the incidence angle's effect on chlorophyll fluorescence intensity was analyzed by using the FluorMODleaf model. Then, comprehensive experimental data on the angle dependence of the fluorescence intensity to vegetation leaf surface were collected. Numerical and experimental results showed that proposed corrected cosine expression could be used to describe the relationship between the incidence angle and the fluorescence intensity in the LIF-Lidar. Lastly, fluorescence signals at 685 and 740 nm extracted at different incident angles of excitation lights were fitted with the corrected cosine expression. The coefficient of determination (R2) of the fitting results reached a maximum value of 0.93 for Salix babylonica.